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Abstract

Description of the procedure of neutrino interaction vertex localization by the
OPERA electronic detectors (brick finding) is presented. The procedure is real-
ized in the OpBrickFinder software package which includes tracks reconstruction
(in particular muon tracks) hadronic shower axis reconstruction, Neural Network
application to determine the target wall containing the vertex, deposited energy
estimation and detector alignment correction. Current brick finding efficiency is
estimated as 65% for data sample. The event data processing can be controlled
by the EventViewer - a graphical user interface for the OpBrickFinder program,
which detailed description is also presented.
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1 Introduction

OPERA is a hybrid detector with a set of electronic detectors for real time
registration of the neutrino events and target part made of the nuclear emulsion-
lead bricks where the neutrino event can be studied with micrometric precision.
The main purpose of the OPERA electronic detectors is to localize the target
brick where the neutrino interaction occurred (so called, ”brick finding” or BF
task [1] - [5]). A high BF efficiency allows to minimize the target mass loss and
to reduce emulsion processing load.

Here we describe the procedure, developed for identification of the bricks
containing the neutrino interaction vertex using information from the electronic
detectors, which is realized in the OpBrickFinder software tool. The program has
been developed in accordance with standard OPERA software conventions and
integrated in the OpRelease which is a framework for OPERA data processing
[6]. The OpBrickFinder also includes a graphical interface called EventViewer
which is used for visual control of event processing.
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2 OPERA electronic detectors data analysis for vertex

location (“Brick Finding”)

2.1 Brick finding general description

The main purpose of the analysis of electronic detectors data in the OPERA ex-
periment is a localization of the neutrino interaction vertex. Taking into account
the modular structure of the emulsion-lead target part of the hybrid setup and
rather coarse space resolution of the electronic tracker detectors, the goal of this
localization is to identify the lead-emulsion module (brick) where the interaction
occurred. After this primary localization, a further search of the vertex inside
the brick is performed by the emulsion analysis methods.
Analysis of the electronic detectors data for the vertex brick localization (brick
finding) includes the following steps:

1. Primary processing of the hits in the electronic detectors;

2. Filtration of data for a particular event in order to suppress background
and pick out the most essential information;

3. Muon track reconstruction;

4. Reconstruction of hadronic shower axis;

5. Vertex wall recognition;

6. Calculation of the probability of the candidate bricks to contain the neu-
trino interaction vertex and selection of 4 of them with a highest probability.

2.1.1 Estimation of energy deposition in the TT detector

Target Tracker detector [7] has 62 planes consisting of 4 vertical and 4 hori-
zontal modules, thus providing 2D track information. Each module consists of
64 scintillator strips 6.86 m long, 10.6 mm thick, and 26.3 mm wide. When a
charged particle crosses a strip, scintillation light is collected and transported via
Wavelength Shifting (WLS) fibers to the multichannel photomultiplier (PMU)
on both sides of the strip. Before the TT assembly, all the modules had been
calibrated by irradiation of the strips with electrons with energy of ∼ 2 MeV
making use of a 90Sr β source and the magnetic spectrometer to select electrons
with specific energy. Average energy loss of a minimum ionizing particle (MIP)
passing through 1 cm plastic scintillator is EMIP = 2.15 MeV . All strips were
irradiated in 9 points uniformly distributed along the strip, and PMT amplitudes
from both sides of fibers (Eleft and Eright) were registered. The amplitude of
the signals at both ends of the strip depends on the position of the β source
along the strip since the light of a scintillation flash attenuates when propagated
through the fiber. The obtained relation for each strip were approximated by
the following attenuation function:
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where x - distance from the point irradiated by β source to the left PMT; E0 -
number of photoelectrons, produced at a photocathode of the PMT, when the
MIP crosses the strip close to the PMT at x = 0 (no attenuation point); λs -
”short” attenuation length; λl - ”long” attenuation length; α ∈ (0, 1) - factor of
contribution of each exponent to attenuation of signal; β - relative weight of the
signal, measured at the right side of the strip; L0 - fiber length.

Figure 1: Amplitude of signal in TT strip as a function of distance from point of
particle passage to a PMT.

Using this calibration one can estimate energy deposited in the strip from
the measured amplitudes at both ends of the strip:
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2.1.2 Filtration of the event data

Having reconstructed tracks of the particles coming out of the vertex would be
the easiest way to find the vertex. However, track reconstruction in the TT is not
so easy due to its modest spatial resolution and rather high track density near the
vertex. Also isolated hits or small groups of hits are usually present in the events
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due to several reasons: neutrons or gamma interaction in the detectors, natural
radioactivity background, PMT noise and channels cross-talks, etc. In order
to make easier tracks reconstruction, the event filtration procedure based on the
cellular automaton approach [8] is applied. The goal is to suppress the hits which
do not belong to any track, leaving at the same time real tracks unaffected. For
the recognition of the iolated hits, two virtual embedded squares, representing
internal and external regions, are moved step by step around the event area and
the isolated hits are detected by compare of number of hits inside each region.
The hit (or small group of hits) is considered as isolated and is to be removed,
if number of hits in the internal region is less than a specific critical value while
the external region contains no hits (see Fig. 2). Changing gradually sizes of the
regions and the critical number of hits, it is possible to significantly reduce the
number of isolated hits which can distort a topology of the event. An example
of OPERA event before and after the filtration is shown on Fig. 3. Tests carried
out with simulated data proved that the described filtration procedure increases
a speed and an efficiency of muon track reconstruction, and it helps to localize
the target wall containing neutrino interaction vertex (see below).

Figure 2: Filtering of small isolated clusters of hits

2.1.3 Muon track reconstruction

In a charged current neutrino events (νµCC), as well as in τ → µ events, muons
directly indicate the brick where they are originated from, hence the reconstruc-
tion of their tracks is important part of the BF. Reconstruction of tracks of other
particles is difficult in most of cases, especially inside the region of the hadronic
shower. In general case, the TT resolution (∼ 7.5 mm since the strips width
is 26 mm ) doesn’t allow to distinguish tracks in the vicinity of the interaction
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Figure 3: OPERA event before (upper part) and after the filtration (lower part).

vertex.
Several different algorithms are available for the track reconstruction in the
OpBrickFinder program:

1) Hough transform for a reconstruction of straight tracks.
Hough transform (HT) [9] is an efficient pattern recognition method which

is widely used in HEP experiments (e.g., MINOS, ALICE, CBM, etc.) for the
pattern recognition and track reconstruction. Linear Hough transform uses rep-
resentation of a straight line in the form:

x cos θ + y sin θ = ρ.

The equation determines a line through a (x, y) point. This line is perpendic-
ular to a line segment drawn from the origin to a (ρ, θ) point in polar coordinates
(see Fig. 4).

Algorithm of the straight track reconstruction is the following. For each given
hit point (xi, yi) several values of angle θj are taken iteratively with fixed step
from the [0, 2π] interval. The corresponding values of ρij are then calculated,
and a 2D histogram is filled with the (ρij , θj) points. If there are straight tracks
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Figure 4: Straight line x cos θ + y sin θ = ρ

in the event, they will appear as distinct peaks in the histogram, since ρ and θ
are constant for all hits belonging to the same line. Parameters of the k-th track
lying on the line y = Akx + Bk are determined by the center of gravity of the
corresponding peak (ρk, θk):

Ak = −
1

tan(θk)
, Bk =

ρk
sin θk

An example of the muon track reconstruction with help of Hough transform
in OPERA νµCC event is given on Fig. 5. The track parameters were deter-
mined by the main peak of the histogram which is shown on Fig. 6.

Figure 5: Muon track reconstructed with help of the linear Hough transform

2) Tracing (track-following) method for reconstruction of curved tracks.
Because of multiple scattering, some tracks with lower momentum can have

their trajectory not quite straight. Only partial reconstruction of such tracks
(near the interaction vertex) is possible by means of the Hough transform. In
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Figure 6: Histogram of the event in the Hough space ρ - θ: the main peak corresponds
to the muon track on Fig. 5

these cases the tracing method is used for recognition of hits belonging to the
tail part of a track. The tracking is performed in compliance with the following
iterative scheme:

a) a primary estimation of the direction of the track. Usually the linear ap-
proximation of the last seven points found on the track is used;

b) a search of the hits in the next detector planes within the specified angu-
lar range. The angular range depends on the resolution of the electronic
detectors (TT, RPC or DT) and on their position in the OPERA setup;

c) an inclusion of the found hits into the track points and continuation of the
search procedure from the step a) or termination of the procedure in case
of no hits found in several consecutive planes.

After recognition of the hits those belong to the track, the reconstruction of
the track parameters near the vertex is performed. For this purpose, the hits in
the first 14 TT planes are approximated by a straight line in both projections.
DT/RPC hits are also used for the approximation if the event occurred in the
back part of a super module close to the spectrometers.

2.1.4 Alignment of the target walls with respect to the electronic detector

positions

The OPERA target bricks are equipped with an external emulsion interface,
called Changeable Sheet doublet (CS), which serves for confirmation of the tracks
found in the electronic detectors, before their search in the target brick. The
alignment between the bricks and electronic detectors is essential for that task. A
sample of about 700 reconstructed muon tracks was used to check and correct the
bricks coordinates in the BMS data base with respect to the coordinate system
where the track are reconstructed. The parameters of the tracks (offsets and
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slopes) reconstructed in electronic detectors were compared with those measured
in the the CSs. Adjustment of the average position of the target walls for both
sides of each super module was made and tracking resolution was estimated
making use of this sample of ∼ 700 muon candidate tracks of 2008-2009 OPERA
data (see Fig. 7).
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Figure 7: Comparison of track parameters reconstructed in electronic detectors and
those measured in photoemulsions

As it can be seen from the picture, the RMS of the residual distribution
of the track position value is close to the nominal TT resolution - ∼ 7.5 mm.
The corrections applied to the position of the target bricks are presented in the
Table 1.

Table 1: Correction of the bricks position (in mm).

Corridor side Rock side
vertical horizontal vertical horizontal

SM 1 3.3 -2.6 1.0 -2.2
SM 2 7.2 -2.3 6.0 0.7
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2.1.5 Reconstruction of a hadronic shower axis

Muon track reconstruction helps to find the vertex, but in many cases, like, for
instance, the neutrino NC interaction events, there are no clear tracks to point
to the vertex. In those cases, a reconstruction of the hadronic shower axis is
used for the vertex brick finding. If the shower is assumed to be symmetrical
with respect to its axis which points to the vertex, several methods of calculation
of the axis can be applied. However, in case of presence of outlier hits (due to
neutron interactions, for instance) a calculation of the axis using a Least Square
Method (LSM) can be not quite correct.

In our approach, slightly more complicated method of robust line fitting [11]
is applied for reconstruction of the hadronic shower axis. Idea of this method
consists in modification of the functional, used in the LSM, in such a way that
the minimization would give efficient estimation under conditions of non-gaussian
errors and presence of outlier points.

LLSM (p) =
∑

i

ε2i → Lrob(p) =
∑

i

ρ(εi).

Here p - vector of free parameters, εi - distance from i-th point to the fitting line,
and ρ(ε) - fast convergent function.
Values of the free parameters are determined from equation

∂L(p)

∂p
=

∑

i

w(εi)
∂εi
∂p

εi = 0,

which is similar to usual LSM equation but instead of numerical factor it contains
a weight function

w(ε) =
1

ε

∂ρ(ε)

∂ε
.

In the method, each registered hit gets its weight. In the beginning weights
of all points are equal to one and then they are recalculated at each step of
the iterative procedure until free parameters become stable (i.e., the procedure
converges by ignoring the points with small weights).

In our case after tests with simulated data, the following weight function was
chosen:

w(E, ε, σ) =
√
E exp

(

−
ε2

σ2

)

,

The function depends on the hit amplitude E and the distance ε from the
hit to the calculated axis line. Typical form of this function is shown in Fig. 8.
Parameter σ was decreased gradually in the iterative procedure.

For the calculation of hadronic shower axis parameters, only the hits in the
first 5 TT walls downstream of the expected vertex position were used excluding
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Figure 8: Weight function used for reconstruction of a hadron shower axis

those of the muon track (if it was reconstructed). As the initial approximation a
straight line parallel to Z axis and going through the center of gravity of event
was used.

An example of reconstruction of a hadron shower axis is shown in Fig. 9.
Other methods of the hadronic shower axis reconstruction have been tested as

well. In particular, an approximation with a straight line going through centers
of gravity of energy deposited in TT planes. However, all those approaches
demonstrated lower efficiency of reconstruction of direction to vertex compare
to the described method of the robust approximation. For comparison, the
distribution of deviation of the reconstructed hadron shower axis from event
vertex are shown in Fig. 10 for the three tested methods: 1) LSM, 2) method of
approximation with a straight line going through centers of gravity of deposited
energy of TT planes, and 3) method of robust line fitting.

2.1.6 Determination of the vertex wall

Difficulty of the vertex wall determination is mainly related to a presence of back-
scattering particles. These particles leave signals in the TT planes upstream of
the vertex brick extending the search area. As an example, probabilities to
contain a vertex in the k-th downstream TT wall (starting from the first wall
having any signal in the event) are shown in the Table 2.

In the procedure, realized in the OpBrickFinder program, the determination
of the vertex wall is performed in two steps:
1) preliminary selection of 3 TT planes for analysis of their signals;
2) estimation of probabilities for 3 corresponding target walls to contain the ver-
tex brick using an Artificial Neural Network (ANN).

1) Preliminary selection of 3 TT planes
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Figure 9: An example of reconstruction of a hadron shower axis

In addition to the procedure of event filtration described above, at this step
3 TT planes are selected for further analysis, starting from the plane s (s is a
number just for indication, as before, here it is assumed that the first TT plane
number is 1 and the vertex TT plane number is k), which satisfies the following
criteria:

• Planes s and s+ 1 contain hits in both XZ and YZ projections;

• Total TT amplitude in each of the two planes exceeds 2 p.e.

It was shown by Monte Carlo simulation that after this step the vertex wall
k is in the range [s; s + 2] with a high probability (98.9% - for CC events and

Table 2: Position of the vertex wall with respect to the first hit wall

N Nk<1 Nk=1 Nk=2 Nk=3 Nk>3

MC CC: 0.0% 40.7% 27.5% 12.3% 19.4%
MC NC: 1.0% 38.7% 27.6% 12.7% 20.0%
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Figure 10: Deviation of reconstructed hadron shower axis from event vertex: in the
upper part - for LSM, in the center - for the method of approximation with a straight
line passing through centers of gravity of deposited energy of TT planes, in the bottom
part - for the method of robust line fitting.

95.4% - for NC events) (Table 3).
2) Estimation of probabilities to contain the vertex brick for each of the 3

preselected walls
Analysis of signals in the 3 preliminary selected TT planes is performed with

help of an ANN which is the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) [12]. The goal of the
ANN is to identify the vertex wall in presence of back-scattering particles leaving
the hits in the TT walls upstream the vertex. The network was implemented as a
C++ standalone class which can be easily built in the OpBrickFinder software.
MLP is a most popular type of ANN in physics due to the possibility of its
training with simulated data.

A typical MLP network includes three layers of computation nodes (artifi-
cial neurons): input, hidden, and output layer (see Fig. 11). Each subsequent
layer interacts with the preceding one by means of weighted connections be-
tween neurons. A feature vector of the investigated object applied to the input
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Table 3: Vertex wall position with respect to the first selected wall

N Nk<s Nk=s Nk=s+1 Nk=s+2 Nk>s+2

MC CC: 0.6% 80.5% 17.3% 1.2% 0.4%
MC NC: 5.0% 76.0% 17.5% 1.0% 0.4%

layer of MLP by passing through the network is transformed into an output vec-
tor which characterizes a degree of correspondence of the object to a particular
class. MLP weights tuning is performed by method of error back-propagation
using large sample of training data where the class of each object is known in
advance from a model or identified in some other way.

Figure 11: MLP with one hidden layer

The following values are used as the input parameters for the ANN imple-
mented into the OpBrickFinder program:

• Numbers of hits in each of the 3 selected TT planes, N = Nx +Ny;

• Dispersion of the hit density in each of the 3 selected TT planes, Dxy =
√

D2
x +D2

y ;

• Flags that indicate the presence of muon track in each of the 3 selected TT
planes;

• Mean distances from hits to the hadronic shower axis in each of the 3
selected TT planes;

• Total energy deposited in each of the 3 selected TT planes;

• Ratio of energies in the first two selected TT planes, Ew2/Ew1;

• Ratio of energies in the last two selected TT planes, Ew3/Ew2;

• Normalized distance from the first selected TT plane to the plane with
maximum energy deposition;
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• Normalized distance from the first selected TT plane to the plane with
maximum number of hits.

The MLP training was carried out using a sample of ∼ 100000 simulated
νµCC and νµNC (ratio CC/NC = 3/1) events. Energy functional minimization
of the network was performed by the method of conjugate gradients [13]. By
propagating of input parameters of a given event, the NN provides probabilities
to contain a brick with neutrino interaction vertex for three target walls corre-
sponding to the 3 TT planes that were selected at the step 1).

The efficiency of the developed ANN was compared with those of two other
classifiers, namely, Stuttgart Neural Network Simulator (SNNS) [14] and algo-
rithm of Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) [15].

The training sample for all the three classifiers contained ˜100000 MC events
(CC/NC ratio = 2.5). The results of comparison of wall finding efficiency εWF

for test samples including 9000 CC and 5000 NC events are shown in the Table 4.

Table 4: Wall finding efficiency of different classifiers

Classifier εWF , CC εWF , NC
MLP 87.7± 3.2% 82.1± 2.8%
SNNS 87.6± 2.5% 82.7± 3.6%
BDT 82.5± 3.3% 74.9± 3.8%

One can see that the ANN developed for the OpBrickFinder program gave
better results with respect to the BDT classifier, though its efficiency was almost
identical to the efficiency of the MLP from the SNNS package. Nevertheless,
employment of the implemented MLP class (our own C++ code) allows us to
avoid the need of involving of additional external modules like SNNS, which is
more bulky tool.

2.1.7 Prediction of the bricks with a highest probability to contain neutrino

interaction vertex

After the reconstruction of the muon track and the hadronic shower axis, their
parameters as well as the ANN output are used for identification of a set of
bricks that most likely contain a neutrino interaction vertex. The probability
for each brick is calculated as an integral of the PDF over its volume in space
(x1, x2, y1, y2, z1, z2) and can be presented as Pbrick = PwallPxPy. Here Pwall is
the probability for the given wall to contain the vertex brick (provided by the
ANN);
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Px =

x2
∫

x1

z2
∫

z1

ρx[d(x, z)]dxdz,

where d(x, z) = x−Axz−Bx√
A2

x+1
is a distance from (x,z) point to the reconstructed

muon track or hadron shower axis with parameters Ax and Bx;
ρx is a function of impact parameter distribution for different muon momentum
(muon track) and deposited energy (hadronic jet) regions, which was obtained
from analysis of simulated events, where deviation of reconstructed direction
from vertex was known (see Fig. 12);
Py is calculated the same way with the replacement of x by y.

The calculation of probabilities takes into account the real position of all
bricks inside the detector at the time of event registration in accordance with
the information about them in the Data Base of the Brick Manipulating System.
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Figure 12: Smoothed distributions of distance from primary vertex to muon track (top)
and hadronic shower axis (bottom) in XZ (left) and YZ (right) projections.

Brick finding efficiency εBF was estimated for 5000 νµ CC and 5000 νµ NC
and 13800 mixed MC events and is shown in the Tables 5.
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Table 5: BF efficiency for MC events

Nb of extr.bricks εBF , CC εBF , NC εBF , CC/NC/QE
1 brick 77.5% 58.5% 74.1%
2 bricks 91.3% 75.4% 88.0%
3 bricks 94.8% 82.3% 92.2%
4 bricks 96.7% 86.1% 94.4%
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3 EventViewer - a graphical interface for the event anal-

ysis

The OpBrickFinder program has powerful graphical user interface called EventViewer
for visual control of event processing. The EventViewer can be also used as an
independent event monitor program (OPERA event display). It is a user-friendly
and adjustable instrument with a set of useful and convenient functions, settings,
and tools for the analysis of both real and simulated OPERA events. The main
window of the program with a display of one of OPERA 2010 events is shown
in Fig. 13.

Figure 13: One of 2010 OPERA events in the main window of the EventViewer

The main interactive functions of the program include:

• display and analysis of events from the a particular list;

• fast search for a specific event by its identification number;

• wide range scaling of an event area (from a few square centimeters to the
whole detector area);

• easy shift of the area of view along the three axes at a given scale;

• presentation of hit amplitude in different graphic modes (color mode or bar
mode);
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• possibility of activation and deactivation of different options of event pro-
cessing: filtration, reconstruction of a muon track or a hadron shower axis,
setting the start wall for the ANN, etc.;

• linear fit of a set of hits selected by user for the track parameters calculation;

• search for a particular brick position in the whole detector at the time of
the event’s registration by the brick’s identification number;

• extrapolation of tracks found inside of emulsion plates into the electronic
detectors (see Fig. 14);

• display of the information about the selected event and saving its image in
different formats.

Figure 14: Tracks found inside emulsion plates are projected to the TT
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4 Conclusion and outlook

A set of algorithms and methods used for a rough localization of the neutrino
interaction by electronic detectors are realized in the OpBrickFinder package
which has been developed and integrated in the OpRelease, the framework for
the event analysis in the OPERA electronic detectors. Advanced methods im-
plemented for event reconstruction show current brick finding efficiency of 65%
for data sample.

OpBrickFinder is a fully functional open source package. About 460 SVN
commits have been made since the beginning of its development. New function-
ality can be easily implemented. Every OPERA member is welcome to use the
package for his/her specific analysis.
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